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Colombo Spring Summer 2018 Women’s Collection 
  

WIND KATE 
  

The Kate Jacket, icon of Colombo collections, turns into "Wind Kate", a modern and chic caban, 
perfect for city and travel. 
The windproof microfiber, combined with cashmere fleece, ensures comfort and wellness, while the 
embroidery on the suede undercollar enrich the garment. 
 
The Colombo Spring Summer 2018 Women's collection is fresh and sophisticated: it is dedicated to a 
modern woman, self-confident, yet romantic.  The wide, enveloping design swaths the body in an 
elegant and refined style. Lightweight Cashmere, Kid Cashmere and Cashmere-Silk are the noble fibers 
that are the stars of the spring clothes.  
Coats and capes, in water-green tones or powder shades, are made in the lightweight double cashmere 
and wool/silk with our Thermo treatment, which makes them waterproof and windproof. 
Reversible flared coats, long coats and quilted pea-coats are the novelty of the collection in the  double 
cashmere "patchwork" combined with technical fabric; they are perfect for fresh spring days. Parkas, 
reversible trench and cashmere fleece pea coats combined with microfiber are modern interpretations of 
evergreen models. 
Slim blazers, vests with belts and parkas with over-check prints made in the lightweight double 
cashmere coupled with cashmere fleece, are the expression of the constant research for innovative 
fabrics at Lanificio Colombo. 
  
Knitwear is valued and precious, designed for modern and elegant outfits. The under-jackets,  the new 
over-sized models and the punched point cardigans are made of Kid Cashmere, the precious yarn 
obtained by combing the Hircus baby goats. 
Jogging suits, V-neck and crew neck sweaters with short-sleeves in superfine pure cashmere, in bi-
coloured tones, glitter with the addition of lurex yarns. 
Jewel necklines and asymmetric "punto perla" cardigans, basketweave V-neck sweaters, cardigans and 
sweatshirts in cashmere-silk-lurex are innovative and original. 
The V-neck and crew-neck sweaters, the cardigans with soft shapes and unusual curlings on the sleeves 
are romantic, with delicate multi-stripe tones.  
A must-have of the collection is the sportive and super trendy tracksuit in mouliné cotton with a denim 
look. Short-sleeved and kimono-sleeved crew-neck sweaters, embellished with rhinestones and sequins, 
complete the sport-chic line. 
The summer knitwear collection reflects the colors of nature: white, powder, light blue, blue, sand and 
green. Delicate nuances, exquisitely feminine flounces, jacquard embroidered edges are the main 
features of cotton tops and t-shirts.  
Cardigans and tank tops, long dresses and long linen cardigans are perfectly coordinated. Crocheted 
details along with seed stitching, inlaid cotton with contrasted colors and hook stitches, add innovative 
and fun details to  linen  and cotton cardigans and tank tops.   
Lightweight dresses in casual shapes, finished with precious details on the edges, are made of cotton. 
Last but not least, for summer evenings, bi-coloured trench coats and double breasted Saharan jackets 
are made of lightweight cotton-silk. 


